
PROUDLY SERVING THE LUMBER INDUSTRY FOR OVER 130 YEARS





Great People. Great Products. Great Customers.
C&D Lumber Co.
When C&D Lumber Co. filled its first 
order in 1890, the timber was harvested 
using hand tools and transported off 
the mountain using horses and the 
currents of Oregon rivers. It was milled 
using steam power, and loaded into the 
backs of wagons, bound for booming 
Northwestern towns. 

Today, we count on skilled harvesters 
who comply with strict environmental 
guidelines. We make use of fleets of semi-
trucks and railcars to get our carefully 
milled products to distributers and job 
sites across the United States and beyond. 

At the mill, our computerized state-of-
the-art technology exceeds anything 
our founder Alfred Johnson could have 
imagined. In fact, even though C&D is 
relatively small, we have the largest 
lumber grade scanner and bin sorter 
system in the United States. 

Still, we carry on the traditions of old-
world craftsmanship, respect for natural 
resources, a love for cedar, and the strong 
work ethic that has been our approach 
since the Johnson family founded the 
business.

Today the sixth generation of the family 
actively guides the company in its 
successful navigation of a complicated 
national and international market. 
We stand out from the crowd because 
we offer more than a commodity: our 
customers return to us over and over 
again, citing our attention to promptness, 
accuracy and service. Our employees stay 
with us for years, appreciating our focus 
on safety and that we deeply value their 
work.

As much as we’d like to become 
accustomed to the compliments, we 
don’t. We believe there is always room 
for improvement, and that we can repay 
the praise through that effort. If you are 
a current C&D Lumber customer, we 
are grateful for your loyalty, and your 
business. If you are new, or considering 
us for the first time, call us. This booklet 
offers an overview of what we do and we 
are happy to help connect your needs 
with our offerings. 



Our Success Depends on Healthy Forests 
and Your Customers Demand the Same

SUSTAINABILIT Y

At C&D Lumber, we do everything in 
our power to sustain the health of our 
natural resources as we produce our 
top-quality wood products. 

We buy our timber from foresters 
who practice scientifically sound 
and efficient forest management 
techniques that provide habitat for 
wildlife and aquatic life, and maintain 
forest tree species, soil, air and water 
resources.

These practices ensure the continuous 
growth and harvesting of forest trees 
for the benefit of future generations of 
Oregonians, and for our mill.

We believe that the future of forestry 
and milling depends on voluntary 
compliance with strict regulations.

Oregon Forest Practices Act 
To those ends, we have always 
committed to comply with the 
rigorous Oregon Forest Practices Act 
and the regulations established and 
enforced by the Oregon Department 
of Forestry.

We do this regardless of whether we 
harvest the timber, or we buy from 
someone else. When purchasing logs, 
we require a Notification of Operations 
Number to assure harvesting and 

reforestation is in compliance with the 
Oregon Department of Forestry, and 
Oregon Forest Practices Act.

Quality Endures 
Yet our commitment to sustainability 
goes farther: By providing high-quality 
materials, we help build higher quality 
projects that last longer, and endure 
more. 

No Wood Goes to Waste
Of course, we have a responsibility to  
be as efficient as possible with our 
logs. To do this, we utilize every part 
of the log, leaving no waste. The 
bark removed from a log is used 
for landscaping bark or mulch, the 
wood chips are used to make paper 
products, and the sawdust and planer 
shavings are sold to make pressed 
board products.





A snapshot of our Douglas Fir 
products include: 
2" Surfaced Dimensional lumber  
4" and 6" Surfaced timbers         
Rough Appearance timbers  
Industrial timbers
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Douglas Fir is our flagship species. 
It's a classic Northwest offering, in 
good part because of the balance it 
strikes between strength, beauty and 
affordability. We've depended on Doug 
Fir for more than a century, and with 
careful management and adherence to 
the guidelines set by the Oregon Forest 
Practices Act, we'll be milling it for 
years to come.

C&D is known nationwide for the rough 
and surfaced Doug Fir products we  
offer, and it’s a reputation that’s based 
on hard work and attention to detail. 
From our dimensional lumber for  
framing, to custom-milled beams for 
open construction, C&D is the go-to 
for well-priced, quality materials for 
architects and builders. 

Douglas Fir
Stable, Strong  
and Sustainable 

DOUGLAS FIR More reasons you’ll love  
our Doug Fir: 

•   Basic projects benefit from the 
affordability of our offerings.

•   Our Premium Exposed®  
line allows you to select the  
very finest Doug Fir available.

•   All products are precision 
milled and graded by certified 
graders who follow WWPA 
standards.

•   We have long-term relationships 
with our buyers, thanks to 
competitive pricing and an 
emphasis on service from sales 
through shipping.

•   We offer a full line of surfaced 
products in a variety of grades. 
Plus, a wide range of sizes in 
rough industrial grade timbers.



Douglas Fir Premium 
Exposed® Products
When Appearance Matters
With natural beauty and exceptional 
strength, our Premium Exposed®  
rough sawn timbers and 2" lumber  
have become the preferred lumber  
for open-beamed construction. 

By starting with pre-selected raw  
materials and manufacturing beams 
with precision milling, C&D sets 
a standard your customers will 
appreciate.

 We take extra steps to ensure our  
products are worthy of any project  
and the tree the timbers came from:  
All Premium Exposed® products are 
graded on an in-house grade rule which 

exceeds WWPA’s standards for pitch, 
shake, and wane. All our products are 
anti-stain treated and paper-wrapped, 
guaranteeing superior quality and a 
clean, blemish-free appearance. 

We are proud to meet your unique 
needs, because we believe that when 
you specify C&D Douglas Fir, you are 
committing your project to the highest 
levels of craftsmanship and beauty.  
Our goal is to help make each project  
a success. 

DOUGLAS FIR







Incense Cedar
Top Marks for Performance, Aesthetics
Incense Cedar is both beauty and beast. Its 
warm tones and even grain lend any project 
extra points for presentation, but it's beyond 
brawny. In fact, it surpasses even Western 
Red Cedar in six of ten important areas, 
including crushing strength, tensile strength, 
bending strength and impact bending.*

Incense Cedar, which has sometimes been 
marketed as Western Cedar, is highly rated 
for natural durability, stability, shrinkage, 
checking, weathering, warping, insulation 
value and workability. It’s a great choice for 
decking, siding and outdoor projects too.

Its natural beauty is instantly recognizable 
to West Coasters, who prize its endurance in 
extreme temperatures and harsh conditions. 
A uniform texture and tight-knot, high-line, 
appearance grade and natural light color are 
sure to help keep demand high. 
*   Source: Wood Handbook: Wood as an Engineering Material; 

U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Forest Service; Table 4-2

INCENSE CEDAR

More reasons you’ll  
love our Incense Cedar:

•   We offer a wide range of 
complementary products, 
including exposed timbers, 
dimensional lumber, decking 
and pecky landscape 
timbers.

•   Those who want wood 
without the maintenance 
will appreciate Incense 
Cedar’s natural oils, making 
it possible to forego stains 
or oils.

•   High insulation value makes 
it a very good choice for 
projects with exposed beams 
and ceilings.
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Port Orford Cedar
The Strongest of All Cedars  
Has a Soft Side
Port Orford Cedar has long had a 
reputation for its durability. It compares 
to Redwood and Western Red Cedar for 
life expectancy but handily outperforms 
in strength categories. And unlike its 
comparators, Port Orford Cedar offers 
an under-stated soft luster, plus a 
smooth, no-sliver finish. 

Thanks to C&D’s 16-knife planer, it 
really can’t be beat for livability. Today’s 
homeowners and designers will find it 
compatible with any project style, and 
builders will find it extremely workable.

PORT ORFORD CEDAR

More reasons you’ll love 
our Port Orford Cedar:

•   We kiln dry our Port Orford Cedar 
to an average moisture content 
of 15%. 

•   Port Orford is 45% stronger than 
Redwood or Western Red Cedar 
in “Impact Bending”.

•   In “Crushing Strength,” Port 
Orford is 30% stronger than 
Redwood or Western Red Cedar.

•   Port Orford has excellent oil-
based stain-holding properties.

•   Left unstained, its soft white hue 
naturally ages to a silver gray.



Port Orford Cedar GR Rough    Appearance, #2&Btr, Std&Btr

2 x 4" - 2" x 8" R/L 8' - 20' 

4" x 4" - 4" x 12" R/L 8' - 20' 

6" x 6" - 6" x 12" R/L 8' - 20' *Ask for availability of other sizes

Port Orford Cedar Dry S4S Decking     

2" x 6" R/L 8'-20' 1 1/2" x 5 1/2"sizes

   * Available in limited quantities

Port Orford Cedar
P RO DU C T  M E N U

Btr = Better
GR = Green

R/L = Random lengths
S4S = Surfaced on four sides 

                           Std = Standard



Douglas Fir GR Rough    #1&Btr, Premium Exposed®, #2&Btr
4" x 4" - 20" x 20" 8' - 24' 

2" x 4" - 2" x 12" R/L 8' - 24' Premium Exposed®

12" x 12"  16', 20', 24' Wane by the book
     *Ask for availability of other sizes

Douglas Fir GR S4S    #1&Btr 

4" x 4" - 4" x 12" R/L 8' - 24' FOHC/Free of Wane

6" x 6" - 6" x 12" R/L 8' - 24' FOHC/Light to no Wane

Douglas Fir GR S4S    #2&Btr, Std&Btr  

2" x 4" - 2" x 12" R/L 8' - 24'

4" x 4" - 4" x 12" R/L 8' - 24' 70% FOHC

6" x 6" - 6" x 12" R/L 8' - 24' 70% FOHC

Douglas Fir GR S4S    #3, Utility, Economy  

2" x 4" - 2" x 12" R/L 6' - 20' 

4" x 4" - 4" x 12" R/L 6' - 20' 

6" x 6" - 6" x 12" R/L 6' - 20'

Douglas Fir
P RO DU C T  M E N U

Btr = Better
FOHC = Free of heart center

GR = Green
R/L = Random lengths

S4S = Surfaced on four sides
Std = Standard
 



Incense Cedar GR Rough     Appearance, #2&Btr, Std&Btr
2" x 4" - 2" x 12" R/L 8'-24' 

4" x 4" - 4" x 12"  R/L 8'-24'

6" x 6" - 6" x 12" R/L 8'-24' *Ask for availability of other sizes

Incense Cedar GR Rough     Select Pecky Landscape Timbers 
4" x 6", 6" x 6", 6" x 8" R/L 6'-16' *Ask for availability of other sizes

Incense Cedar Dry S4S Decking      
2" x 4" Premium, STD/Btr R/L 8'-20' 1 1/2" x 3 1/2"  

2" x 6" Appearance Plus, #2&Btr R/L 8'-20' 1 1/2" x 5 1/2"   

2" x 8" Appearance, #2&Btr R/L 8'-20' 1 1/2" x 7 1/2"

Incense Cedar Dry Combed Fence Rails      
2" x 4" Std/Btr Light Wane R/L 8'-16' 1 9/16" x 3 9/16"        

Remanufacturing Ideas    
Incense Cedar is ideal for many different types of patterns and 
siding including tongue-and-groove patterns, bevel siding and log 
cabin siding. C&D doesn’t manufacture these products any longer, 
but we would be happy to recommend or help you find quality 
remanufacturers who specialize in these types of products.  

Incense Cedar
P RO DU C T  M E N U

Btr = Better
GR = Green

R/L = Random lengths
S4S = Surfaced on four sides

Std = Standard
WC  = West Coast 



MAILING ADDRESS

P.O. Box 27, Riddle OR 97469

LUMBER YARD/SHIPPING ADDRESS

919 Pruner Road, Riddle  OR 97469

(541) 874-2241   •  cdlumber.com
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